Rembrandt ' 
-century Dutch absorption in debates about the workings of God's grace. The symbolic physical closeness that characterises Rembrandt's Old and New Testament subjects is grounded in the Reformation emphasis on personally knowing a magnanimous God, which is in turn rooted in concepts of the mystical marriage between
themes that underlie Rembrandt's unusual Annunciation sketch. R embrandt van Rijn's sketch, the Annunciation, ca. 1635, is steeped in the 17 th -century notion of God's active role in human salvation and in the Reformation emphasis on personally knowing God.
1 The sketch's visual motifs of spiritual closeness and of divine touch stand in contrast with earlier theological and artistic imagery of humanity separated by the wall of the senses from a God who sat in distant judgment. Rembrandt's recurring interest in sketching a metaphorical divine/human embrace betrays the symbolic gesture's ancestry in the medieval mystical tradition that influenced 17 th -century religion, a tradition of impassioned love for God that is typified in this poetic Early Modern example:
"Ah! Chosen Love I long for thee… But when Thou shalt command, Then shall I be released from self!" "Oh love most loveable … All the while I waited for thee, I held thee in My arms. " 2 Rembrandt's portrayal of the Annunciation and other divine/human embraces mirrors 17 th -century concerns about the concept of grace, and its roots in the mystical emphasis on individual connections with God: for Early Modern viewers, grace rendered God ever-present while the mystical tradition normalized physical responses to religious experiences. 3 My interest in this correlation between concepts of Reformation grace and mystical union privileges Rembrandt's Devotional Zeal and Mystical "Humanation" in Rembrandt's Annunciation Sketch sketches over his paintings. I identify sketches that illustrate the conflation of narrative time with symbolic meaning, and discuss how these drawings explore spiritual transformation and the Reformation concept of God's active role in humanity's salvation. Specifically, Rembrandt's Annunciation sketch reveals the Reformation concept of justification by grace and the vestiges of its medieval mystical roots. The emotionally impactful style of Rembrandt's religious sketches derives from such artistic and cultural influences as Netherlandish realism, Reformation art and theology, and the Catholic Italian and Flemish painting canons. 4 Rembrandt had a lifelong fascination with a broad range of artistic subjects and styles, and filled many sketchbooks with copies and alterations of the work of his contemporaries and predecessors. 5 His close observation of the world around him made the emotional realism of his art exemplary, and while Rembrandt's art is never purely descriptive, the Netherlandish tradition of naturalism influenced his attention to commonplace readable gestures. 6 His artistic practices dovetailed with the spiritual intensity of 17 th -century Europe that also colours his art. Rembrandt's time was one of deep, personal religious devotion, where Biblical awareness and 4 The artists with whom Rembrandt apprenticed were Italianate "history" painters: Jacob van Swanenburgh of Leiden, Jan Pynas of Amsterdam, and the influential Amsterdam painter of classical and Biblical subjects, Pieter Lastman. Clifford S. Ackley, Rembrandt's Journey, Painter Draftsman, Etcher. (Boston: MFA Publications, 2003) Haak, Rembrandt, His Life, Work and Times. (London: Thames and Hudson, 1969) , 277-278; Halewood, 115. 6 Rembrandt's "storytelling" succeeds because of his accurate depiction of psychological and physical conditions. Ackley, 11, 35; Rembrandt's emphasis on the communicative value of realistic gesture was appreciated in his own day, and characterised his teaching practice. He had students read a Biblical passage and then act it out in order to understand how the subjects would have moved. Arnold Houbraken, De groote schouburgh der nederlantsche konstchilders en schilderessen. (Amsterdam, 1718-1721) Vol. 1, 269 and Vol. 2, 162; Seymour Slive, "Realism and Symbolism in Seventeenth-Century Dutch Painting, " Daedalus, 91, (1962), 469-500. practice were closely linked with one's family and neighbourhood. Most people prayed often, read religious texts together as a family, attended worship, heard theological debates at public gatherings, and relied heavily on Biblical stories as models of behaviour. 7 The flavour of this religiously-steeped community informed Rembrandt's artistic study of Old and New Testament subjects.
While the Annunciation sketch is clearly theologically and artistically significant, Art Historians have been unable to articulate its place in the canon of Rembrandt's religious images. 8 In part, this is because it is a sketch rather than a painting, and because Rembrandt's religious affiliation is uncertain. The Reformation had placed religious minorities at terrible risk, but by the time Rembrandt was born, Dutch society could be characterised as multi-denominational. The Netherlands was officially Calvinist in Rembrandt's time, but in practice diversity flourished. 9 Rembrandt's mother was Catholic but his father joined the Reformed Church. Rembrandt married into a tightly knit Mennonite family but lived in Amsterdam neighbourhoods distinguished by religious plurality. His Mennonite, Jewish, and Catholic friends worshipped openly there, and he received important commissions from members of the Jewish and various Christian communities.
10 While it is difficult to identify Rembrandt's religious
Devotional Zeal and Mystical "Humanation" in Rembrandt' s Annunciation Sketch affiliation, we know that he was closely connected through marriage and work to Mennonites, whose theology was founded on pacifism and personal faith. 11 It is not possible to draw a clear connection between a faith community and Rembrandt's artistic choices about subject and style. What is apparent is that Rembrandt was a keen observer of human nature and of the members of the overlapping communities that he inhabited, and that when his art was theologically inspired, it drew its vibrancy from his religious and social milieus.
In the mid-1630s when Rembrandt sketched the Annunciation, he was engaged in a prestigious commission for the Stadtholder Prince, a series of paintings on the life of Christ. paintings were often shaped by conditions of patronage, his sketches, on the other hand, were often meant entirely for himself, and therefore provide us with a glimpse into the artist's inner world.
14 Indeed, his sketches can be considered analogous to a personal diary, providing insight into his entire oeuvre. Rembrandt's sketches are more honest and direct than his paintings, less cluttered in their conception, and more naked in their emotion.
Rembrandt's focus on non-preparatory drawing was legendary, as was his ability to represent human feeling in poignantly succinct forms. Rembrandt's sketches of the 1630s-1650s reveal an intense study of artistic method and human psychology, functioning like pictorial shorthand. They do not so much narrate Biblical stories, as refer to them, with the focus on human emotion and experience. Rembrandt repeatedly returned to subjects from the Old and New Testaments, seemingly exploring thematic and stylistic variation, and studying how to communicate the spiritual subtleties of the human condition. His sketches reveal subjects' spiritual experiences through visual oppositions of light/dark, high/low, and gentleness/strength, for example. 15 Subtle variation in subjects' physical movement evokes the emotional tenor of an event, while lines and tones suggest rather than describe form. Rembrandt's Annunciation is very much in keeping with his practice of exploring the human elements associated with key religious themes. Like other sketches, it shows the artist's ability to portray tension and to visually mirror the emotional states that reverberate among characters in his narratives.
Rembrandt's facility with sketching made it ideal for expressing the acute inner struggles of Biblical subjects. The practice of personalizing one's understanding of the Bible was akin to Rembrandt's intense Devotional Zeal and Mystical "Humanation" in Rembrandt' s Annunciation Sketch sketched responses to the Bible. Sketching in pen, ink, and wash required being close to the paper; a process more like reading than is the more removed, meticulous easel painting. Like the practice of closely reading and contemplating religious texts, sketching encouraged a personal, emotionally charged focus on intuitively meaningful details. The immediacy of the sketching process allowed Rembrandt to subtly layer transitional moments with sacred and secular meanings, and to conflate not only narrative time, but also symbols, identities, and meanings. In sketches that emphasize closeness and touch, Rembrandt's subjects evoke the heightened emotional intensity surrounding trauma, transition, and God's active grace.
One theme that runs through many of Rembrandt's sketches is the depiction of a physical embrace between a human and a divine figure. The popularity of this motif in Rembrandt's drawings can be linked to the passion of medieval mystics' religious experience that continued to set a tone of spiritual fervour in Rembrandt's Netherlands. 16 Reformation concepts of grace and the Word had strong ties with mystical theology: the 17 th -century emphasis on one's personally experiencing a benevolent God is rooted in the medieval mystical notion of a reunion of estranged humanity with loving divinity, a theme that reappears in Rembrandt's sketches. At the centre of the lively religious debate that characterized Rembrandt's society was the question of how God's grace functioned. More than a hundred years before Rembrandt painted, Luther had redefined the concept of "God's justice" to emphasize that people did not have to be perfect, cooperative, or even interested in their own salvation, because grace operated solely as God's will. 17 initiate or affect reconciliation with God. 18 Humankind was tragically inadequate, trapped in an existence of pain and ignorance that could only be relieved through God's grace, which would be freely and unilaterally given. In Calvin's words, nothing other than God's grace could close the "distance between the spiritual glory of the Speech of God and the abominable filth of our flesh. "
19 For Early Modern Anabaptists, grace existed in humans, salvation required human cooperation, and humans possessed free choice, but salvation still depended upon God and was sola gratia Dei. 20 The widespread debate about God's mysterious role in human salvation informs Rembrandt's sketches of religious transformation.
The early Reformation theology that came to influence Rembrandt's 17 th -century Netherlands favoured a direct personal connection with God. This had clear precursors in medieval themes of love and closeness, and in the inner-worldly emotionalism of the medieval religious experience. 21 The Early Modern emphasis on bridging the human/divine gap is indebted to the highly emotional mysticism that influenced Luther: the search for meaningful spirituality sought to a change in consciousness but even more importantly by the resulting linguistic change, particularly regarding "certainty of grace. " Catholics thought it presumptuous to assume that God would save one in the absence of appropriate behaviour, serious intention, and an appreciation for God's mysterious power. Lutherans argued that the Catholic rejection of the certainty of grace pointed to an abrogation of faith in God's Word. Luther and Aquinas on Salvation. (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1964) , 123. 18 According to Luther, "We work nothing, we render nothing unto God, but only we receive and suffer another to work in us, that is to say, God. " Luther in Halewood, 7. 19 As a monk Luther had taken mystical writers seriously and created from the monastic "living faith" his belief in a Living God who people would know through his Word. Luther's affinity for the writing of St. Augustine ensured that medieval mysticism would remain a major influence of the Reformation. 24 Luther sympathized with Augustine's treatment of theology as a path of love. Augustine identified love with pondus, or gravity, and claimed that people orbit around either self-love or love of God. Fundamental to this theory was the notion of the void between the two types of love; only God could make the leap between the old orbit and the new, through His grace alone. A central concept of the theology of German mystic Eckhardt that greatly impressed Luther was the unio mystica that would unite the divine with the human soul. 25 Also, in 1516 and 1518, bracketing his 22 "Although the theologies of the reformers are many-sided and operate on different levels, they do reveal their shared tendencies (…) The most important of these shared tenets could be said to be: the justification by God's grace (sola gratia) through man's faith (sola fide) as revealed in the Gospel as the Word of God (sola scriptura). 26 The mystical tradition that drew on the writings of the Apostle Paul and was communicated through Luther and radical Reformers into the Early Modern Amsterdam of Rembrandt highlighted the incarnation of a living God whose grace melded fallen humanity into its Godhead. The passionate introversion of religious women's mystical marriage to God was integrated into the "dominant orientation" of Reformation theology, and through it, reverberated into the 17 th -century.
27 In Rembrandt's time, theologians were concerned with the question of how the divine and the human realms intersected, an issue that points to the type of mystical human/divine connection that Rembrandt treats in his Annunciation sketch.
The 17 th -century artistic trend, among Protestant and Catholic artists, of portraying Christ's humanity, echoes the medieval mystical concept of the humanation of God at the Incarnation. Rembrandt's Annunciation sketch alludes to the paradoxical union of the most exalted with the most humble that occurs through the Incarnation, where the crossing of the gap between these levels is symbolized as a divine embrace. The mystic Angela of Foligno first used the term humanation as "the soul in this present life knows (…) the lesser in the greater and the greater in the lesser, for it discovers … humanated God, that is, divinity and humanity united and conjoined in one person. " 28 God's becoming human required the fundamental resolution of opposites through the uniting of the spiritual with the material. Drawing on contemporary understandings of physiology The notion of the duality of intellect/body, reason/emotion, and male/female was less a fully-fledged impenetrable dichotomy than a concern with bridging the distance between the material and the spiritual. Medieval mystical writers who equated "female" with "material" naturally thought of human contact with the divine in nuptial terms. In commentaries that survive from the 4 th Century, Christ's Incarnation was equated with the marriage of the human soul to God. 30 In this way, the Incarnation foreshadowed the union of Christ and church, and the promised marriage of every human soul with Christ. In Augustine's words, "Like a bridegroom, Christ came forth from his chamber, and with a presage of His nuptials He reached the marriage couch… and mounting it, consummated His marriage… and thereby forever joined the woman to Himself. " 31 This metaphor of spousal union was paramount to the mystical tradition, and it influenced art, poetry, prayer, and religious practices. Mystics' descriptions of their spiritual experiences blur the distinction between the spiritual and the physical, and point to a highly personal encounter with God. In the 12 th Century Hildegard of Bingen wrote of the human/divine marriage, and had her nuns dress in bridal gowns to receive Communion. 32 Associated with this conjugal bliss was women's bodily experiencing of God's presence. Women wrote of tasting God, kissing Him, and entering His heart. Mechtild of Magdeburg reported to members of her order, "Then the Lord God spoke to me: 'Grant that I may cool the glow of My Godhead, the 29 Medieval writers associated the body with the feminine through Aristotelian conception theory: the mother provided the matter of the fetus and the father the spirit. Because Christ had no human father, his matter came only from Mary, making her the reliquary of the divine spirit. Bynum, 100, [148] [149] 34 When Reformers, asserting dogma about faith and grace, promoted building personal relationships with God, they echoed the medieval mystical notion of a God who would cross the distance between the human and divine realms.
The meeting of the physical and spiritual worlds over the distance that separated them was reflected in theological writing and in art as a wall that, paradoxically while it divided, simultaneously bound together those on either side. This wall motif was part of a tradition going back to the Old Testament Song of Solomon, verse 2:9, "Behold, He standeth behind our wall, He looketh forth at the windows, shewing Himself through the lattice. " 35 The material world was the wall that separated humankind from God, yet the senses were the window through which one could see God and He could touch us. The symbolism of the wall that could be pierced by the grace of God survived into the medieval era, for example in the 13 th -century Sermon on the Canticles by the Cistercian Abbot John of Ford:
"To behold the majesty of God, the wisdom of God, the goodness of God, they had not need of relying on many steps or immersing themselves in the complications of disputed points. They had simply to return the gaze of their beloved, standing behind our wall, and gazing on us through the window of our senses. Only the thickness of one wall, only one step, separated them from the ineffable contemplation of the eternal light which is in heaven. " 
Devotional Zeal and Mystical "Humanation" in Rembrandt's Annunciation Sketch
God's ability to bridge the human/divine gap was given form in early images of Christ reaching through a wall to his earthly bride. In a 12 th -century frontispiece Christ the spouse, labelled Sponsus, embraces his Sponsa, symbolizing Mary and the Church, but reaches through the wall of the physical world to his other bride, the human soul, labelled "Saved Humanity". 37 The symbolism of Christ's Incarnation as the marriage of the divine and the human remained prevalent in Northern European art and theology from the 1400s through the 1600s. A 15 th -century Dutch woodblock illustrating this theme in the Canticum Canticorum appears beside the text, "The Bridegroom requests, 'Open to me, my sister, for my head is full of dew. ' And the Bride responds, 'I opened the bolt of my door to my beloved. I have put off my garments. '" 38 In the 15 th and16 th Centuries, concepts of the mystical marriage and the wall that it crossed influenced both Annunciation paintings and formal portraits of betrothed couples, who commissioned paintings of themselves mutually gazing across architectural barriers. 39 Rembrandt responded to these theological and artistic traditions when he sketched the divine touch that overcame obstacles to instigate momentous transformations.
Rembrandt's Annunciation and other sketches demonstrate his unique use of the motif of the embrace, and the efficacy of his distance/closeness metaphor as a visual cue to concomitant inner conditions. 40 The symbolic value of physical closeness in Rembrandt's sketches has the effect of focussing attention on subjects' inner emotional states. Subjects' touching and embracing coincide with spiritual or psychological causation or connection such as the spiritual transformation commensurate with touch in his Christ Baptized in the Jordan and Satan Showing Christ the Kingdom. 41 In 42 Emotion is portrayed as communal in Tobias Healing His Father's Blindness, where the main characters cluster closely around the blind father, drawing the viewer in to the emotional tension centring around the transformative moment of the son's hands on his father's eyes.
43 Whereas Rembrandt's painted Lucretia portrays her alone and confident, his sketch of her focuses intensely on the futile anguish of her final moments, cradled in the arms of her husband and her father. 44 Again, physical and emotional connection pervades Rembrandt's Lamentation sketch, where Christ and Mary's faces share a single line: Mary's nose delimits Christ's profile; Christ's nose outlines Mary's chin; and they seem to have one communal body. 45 Rembrandt's Biblical sketches illustrate divine intercession in human affairs by fusing human psychology with divine/human proximity. Angels represent God in Rembrandt's sketches, and they touch humans as a metaphor for God's healing, teaching, guiding, and salvational power. They fly, they walk, and they talk. 46 But to mark God's active intercession in human life, Rembrandt's angels make physical contact. 47 This angelic touch often accompanies God's transmission of information that will radically alter people's lives. 
The Early Modern understanding of humankind's close personal relationship with God and His healing grace illuminates Rembrandt's imagery of the divine embrace. A recurring theme in Rembrandt's religious sketches is the relief of human anguish through divine mercy. In such sketches intense spiritual transformations appear as moments of confusion and despair, in which God, as angel, actually grabs people and holds them close. The firmness on the part of the angels echoes the 17 th -century belief in God's salvific will and power. The motif of the embrace is paramount in Rembrandt's exploration of the paradox of the all-powerful God rescuing the powerless human. Sketches of Christ on the Mt. of Olives present Christ's desperate emotional and spiritual struggle and the magnitude of divine salvation, represented by an angelic embrace. 48 In the Agony in the Garden sketch, an angel kneels on the earth, staring into Christ's face with his arms around Christ's shoulders, poised to cajole or wrestle him out of his suffering. 49 In Rembrandt's etching of Abraham's Sacrifice, the strength of Abraham's grip on the knife has its counterpoint in the firmness of the angel whose arms surround Abraham, rendering visible the strength of God's salvation. 50 Rembrandt's sketches conflate layers of meaning, superimposing the passage of time upon the effects of time. In doing this they reveal their debt to the Reformation theology that understood God's grace to be concurrent with the message of this grace. For Reformers, grace was inherent in God's nature, and the existence of God's grace in His Word created a simultaneous healing effect on the faithful. This simultaneity is represented in some of Rembrandt's most powerful sketches. One of the Magi Kneeling Before the Virgin and Child Catherine M. Nutting depicts Jesus's birth as concurrent with his service to humanity.
51
Here the elderly kneeling magus who symbolizes humanity is separated from the divine by a dark swath across the floor. But Jesus is being passed across this dividing line immediately upon his birth, evidence of which still appears as blood in Mary's lap. Simultaneity, like transformation, is also at the heart of Rembrandt's Healing of the Paralyzed Man, in which the invalid is already beginning to move his leg while he is being blessed and healed. 52 The complex story of Adam and Eve involves the concurrence of temptation with guilt, togetherness with separation, paradise with rejection, and of the fall from natural grace with the need for Christ's birth. In Rembrandt's sketch of this subject, temptation casts its dark shadow of punishment off Eve's body onto Adam's face even as Adam barely begins to reach toward the forbidden fruit. 53 Rembrandt's juxtaposing of such discordant visual and emotional elements suited the Early Modern interest in the paradoxical nature of Christianity, fundamental to which was the mystery of the Incarnation of God in Christ.
Major 17 
Devotional Zeal and Mystical "Humanation" in
Rembrandt's Annunciation Sketch the human that occurred through the Incarnation. The passionate embrace, the divine/human contact, and the psychologically poignant expressions and gestures make Rembrandt's Annunciation so moving. Early Modern portrayals of the Annunciation typically included such readable cues as the Bible, the dove, the cat, and Mary's lilies of purity, markers that Rembrandt has included. 54 However, like their predecessors in the mystical marriage, such contemporary images of the Annunciation also emphasized the void that separated the divine and human realms. In 15 th -and 16 th -century art, the spiritual and psychological distance at the Annunciation was often symbolized either by a doorway or by visually divisive pillars. 55 These signs of distance separating Mary from her messenger can be contrasted with the inventive motif of closeness and contact in Rembrandt's 17 th -century sketch. Where earlier images of the Annunciation had kept the divine and the human visually separated, Rembrandt's sketch illustrates the imminence of salvation by accentuating humanity's proximity to the divine: a direct personal relationship with God is symbolized in a passionate embrace evocative of the divine/human resolution that characterized the mystical marriage.
In Rembrandt's Annunciation, a zealous angel leaps across the void and holds humanity in His arms, reconciling the divine/human gap and demonstrating the transformative power of God's grace and his active connection with humankind. The meaning and effect of God's grace are simultaneously realized while the message of salvation is being communicated, and God is being rendered human. The male angel swoops down, framing the scene with his massive wings, leans over Mary, and grasps her by the arm. He stares pointedly into her face, his hand seeming to simultaneously clasp her forearm, hold her shoulder, and cup her hair. Mary drops her book and turns toward the viewer with a look that combines layers of human emotion: innocence; passion; and foreboding, the dark lines on Mary's lap foreshadowing her future roles as the throne of Christ and the altar of the Eucharist. The tension of this complex layering of causes and repercussions is heightened through the visual antithesis of the powerful male angel leaning vertically over the seated earthly female. Tellingly, her lily of purity and virginity has already dropped onto the floor: the divine/ human gap has been bridged concurrently with the transmission of God's message. God in his grace and power has crossed the distance to begin the process of humanation, through the human/divine embrace.
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